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Introduction

• The Dynamical Core Model Intercomparison Project (DCMIP)
workshop took place over two weeks in July and August 2012

• The aim was to highlight the newest modelling techniques,
and present a standard set of test cases (See Christiane
Jablonowski’s talk - Friday 4.10pm)

• 18 models took part

• Focus on the tracer test cases and select results from DCMIP
2012



Introduction

• Tracer transport is an important part of an atmospheric
model, especially climate prediction studies

• Transport test cases have known analytic solution - easy to
assess models

• The tests used in DCMIP 2012 are designed to assess
monotonicity, convergence, preservation of non-linear
correlations, horizontal-vertical coupling, and flow over
orography



Tracer Transport

The advective form of the tracer transport equation is

∂q

∂t
+ ~u · ∇q = 0

If the conservation form is used then the density ρ is required

∂ρq

∂t
+∇ · (~uρq) =0

∂ρ

∂t
+∇ · (~uρ) =0



Test 11 - 3D Deformational Flow

• A three-dimensional version of the deformational flow of Nair
and Lauritzen (J. Comput. Phys., 229, 2010)

ua = k sin2 λ′ sin 2φ cos (πt/T ) +
2πa

T
cosφ

va = k sin 2λ′ cosφ cos (πt/T )

ω = ω0 sinλ
′ cosφ cos (2πt/T )S(p)

λ′ = λ− 2πt/T

• A shape function, S, is used to ensure that the vertical
velocity is zero at the ground and at the model top

• A horizontally divergent component ud is added to ensure
that the velocity field satisfies the continuity equation



Test 11 - 3D Deformational Flow

We setup four tracers:
smooth (q1) correlated (q2 = 0.9− 0.8q12)
slotted ellipse (q3) multiple sum (q4 = 1− 3

10
[q1+ q2+ q3])



Test 11 - 3D Deformational Flow

At time t = T/2, comparing CAM-FV and MCore for the smooth
tracer q1 (top) and the slotted ellipse q3 (bottom)



Test 11 - 3D Deformational Flow
At time t = T , comparing CAM-FV and MCore for the smooth
tracer q1 (top) and the slotted ellipse q3 (bottom). We can
calculate standard error norms using the initial conditions as the
true solution



Test 11 - 3D Deformational Flow
Scatter plots at time t = T/2. We can calculate the mixing
diagnostics specified by Lauritzen and Thuburn (Quart. J. Roy.
Meteor. Soc., 138, 2012)



Test 12 - Hadley-Like Meridional Circulation

• Tests the horizontal-vertical coupling in the transport scheme

u = u0 cosφ

v = −
aw0πρ0
Kztopρ

cosφ sinKφ cos
πz

ztop
cos (πt/T )

w =
w0ρ0
Kρ

(−2 sinKφ sinφ+ K cosφ cosKφ) sin
πz

ztop
cos (πt/T )

• Using different resolutions we can calculate convergence rates



Test 12 - Hadley-Like Meridional Circulation

Latitude-height cross-section of the initial velocities for test 12



Test 12 - Hadley-Like Meridional Circulation

Comparison of results using CAM-FV at different resolutions.
Standard error norms can be computed at time t = T



Test 13 - Flow Over Orography

• Horizontal solid-body rotation over a mountain

• The mountain is a 3D variant of Schär mountain (Schär et al,
Mon. Weather Rev, 130, 2002)

• The tracers are initialised as thin cloud like layers

• For models that use terrain following coordinates, the tracer
will be transported between model levels



Test 13 - Flow Over Orography

• For models that use terrain following coordinates, the tracer
will be transported between model levels



Test 13 - Flow Over Orography

The initial tracers are thin cloud like layers



Test 13 - Flow Over Orography

At time t = T/2, comparing CAM-FV and MCore on both model
levels and interpolated to constant height levels



Test 13 - Flow Over Orography

The tracers at time t = T/2 on model levels for CAM-FV and
MCore



Test 13 - Flow Over Orography

The tracers at time t = T for CAM-FV and MCore. Standard
error norms can be computed



Model Intercomparison

Results from 12 models for test 11 at time t = T/2



Summary

• We have presented a standard set of test cases that assess
transport schemes in dynamical cores

• The tests assess monotonicity, convergence rates, preservation
of non-linear correlations, horizontal-vertical coupling, and
flow over orography

• These tests were used at the DCMIP 2012 workshop



Thanks!!!

We would like to thank all the participants of DCMIP 2012

http://earthsystemcog.org/projects/dcmip-2012/


